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HOW DID I GET ONTO THIS SUBJECT

• I started working as a cartographer for Defense Mapping Agency in 1991 and used a few map measuring 
devices on the job back in the early 1990s

• With the decline of printed maps, I thought it might be interesting to collect the devices that were 
designed to used with paper maps

• About 5 years ago I started collecting map measuring devices, and bought a collection of about 70 of 
them from a engineers estate that I found for sale online

• Most of the remaining ones I have found were on eBay and gifts from friends

• The more I collected them, the more variety I spotted in them, and thought it might interesting to put 
together a presentation about them to the CMS

• Here is a presentation on what I’ve been able to find out so far



HISTORY  OF MAP ACCURACY

• Accurate and correctly scaled maps had to exist before developing accurate map measuring devices

• Map projections have been around for at least 2500 years, but accurate scales and well defined map 
projections were a product of advances in surveying and statistics starting in the 16th century.

• The production of accurate maps improved with the adoption of the metric system, developments in 
chronometers and accurate astronomical tables for determining longitude, improved statistical survey 
methods and surveying equipment and techniques, and the development of modern datums and map 
projections (see the History of Cartography series set by the University of Chicago for more details)

• Starting in the mid 19th century accurate maps became widely available and affordable 



MAP SCALE

• The scale of the map being measured has to be stated some way on the 
map for map measure to be used

• Three Types of Scale:

• Verbal Scale: This type of scale use simple words to describe a prominent 
surface feature. 

• Fractional or Ratio Scale: A fractional scale map shows the fraction of an object 
or land feature on the map. 

• Linear Scale: A linear scale shows the distance between two or more prominent 
landmarks.



CHRONOLOGY OF MAP MEASURING DEVICES

• Rulers

• Dividers

• Opisometers (1675)

• Planimeters (1854)

• Morris Chartometer patented in 1873

• Curvimeters

• Analog

• Digital



RULERS

• String

• Traditional Rulers

• Tape Measures

• Roller Rulers

• Fixed Scale Map Rulers



TRADITIONAL RULERS



TAPE MEASURES



PARALLEL RULES



PROTRACTORS



FIXED SCALE MAP RULERS



DIVIDERS



OPISOMETERS

• An opisometer is a small device for 
measuring the lengths of features 
and distances on maps that include 
a bar code scale diagrams.

• Opisometers are made up of a 
milled wheel set on a screw and 
held by a handle.

• The wheel traces a route on the 
map and then is wound backwards 
on the scale diagram to reveal the 
scaled distance traveled by the 
wheel.



OPISOMETERS



WAYWISERS
• The first England and Wales road atlas was published in 1675. This 

seminal work, Britannia, comprised 100 maps and was created by 
map maker John Ogilby. It was the first to use a scale of one inch to 
the mile and to use the Statute mile of 1760 yards. Each vertical 
strip map in the atlas showed compass orientation and distances in 
miles and furlongs. Such accurate measurements had been made 
possible by surveyors measuring the roads. A favoured and accurate 
method was walking the ground with a surveyor’s measuring 
wheel, otherwise known as a perambulatoror waywiser. Paying 
homage, both man and instrument were depicted in Ogilby’s
Britannia, shown on the frontispiece and on two maps within 
https://threepointsofthecompass.com/planning-3/map-measurers/

Surveyor and waywiser are shown at the head of 
Ogilby’s ‘The Road from London to Holyhead’ 
map. c1698

Face of surveyor’s waywiser

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/planning-3/map-measurers/


CHARTOMETER
• Chartometers are similar to opisometers, but have a dial and pointer to provide the scaled 

distance measurement immediately

• Englishman Edward Russell Morris, of the Morris Patents Engineering Works, High Street, 
Birmingham, began manufacture of his ‘Patent Chartometer’ in the 1870s, the chartometer 
design was patented in 1873. 

• Morris was a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers from 1880 and designed and 
manufactured map measurers in a range of sizes, this is possibly the largest he produced

Scale cards for Morris’s 
Patent Chartometer

6 inch to the mile scale card 
measures furlongs. Five 
turns of the dial will 
indicate 40 furlongs, or five 
miles. Dials are 2″ / 50mm 
diameter

Morris’s Patent Chartometer and scale 
cards with leather bound wooden case

Face of Chartometer without scale card 
inserted. Revolution counter can be seen to 
the right of the pointer axis. 

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/2020/07/28/map-measurer-of-the-month-morriss-patent-chartometer/

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/2020/07/28/map-measurer-of-the-month-morriss-patent-chartometer/


ADDITIONAL MORRIS CHARTOMETERS



WEALEMEFNA WATCH FOB CHARTOMETERS

Newspaper advertisement for Morris’s 
‘Wealemefna’, a ‘bijou’ map measurer. 
The Graphic, 1880

Designed to hang from the end of a gentlemen’s watch chain.

The measurer will measure lines on maps or anything else, by holding it in the hand, 
face toward you, then wheeling forward. 

Each complete rotation of the larger blued hand measures 12 inches and moves the 
smaller hand forward one digit of the inner circle on the paper dial. One inch of 
measurement is registered on the outer marked circle, showing eighth of an inch 
graduations. 

Gold plated 
Wealemefna

Just 26mm wide

It has an odd name. The English 
Mechanic and World of Science: 
Vol. 33, London, 1881, informs 
us that Morris created a wholly 
original name in an attempt to 
outwit his imitators, also 
declining to disclose the actual 
origin of the word.

Original Wealemefna Knockoff Rotameter

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/2020/05/10/map-measurer-of-the-month-morriss-patent-wealemefna/

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/2020/05/10/map-measurer-of-the-month-morriss-patent-wealemefna/


WAELEMEFNA CHARTOMETERS



OTHER ROTAMETERS



CURVIMETERS

Lots of overlap between military and commercial devices

Wider variety of analog curvimeters devices than digital ones

Materials vary from steel, brass, nickel and chrome plate, gold, silver, aluminum, cardboard, paper, bone 
and various plastics

Made world wide, basic design set in WWI, unchanged until  after WW2 with the introduction of plastics

Extra functions include: compass, magnifier, mirror, calculator, light, thermometer, calendar, watch fob

Audible devices were made so users didn’t have to closely watch a opisometer wheel turn



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL NO HANDLES SINGLE DIAL



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL NO HANDLES SINGLE DIAL



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL NO HANDLES 
COMBINATION COMPASS 



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL WITH HANDLE 
COMBINATION COMPASS 



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL NO HANDLES MULTIPLE 
DIALS



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL NO HANDLES MULTIPLE 
DIALS



CURVIMETER: 
MECHANICAL WITH 
HANDLES SINGLE DIAL



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL WITH HANDLES SINGLE 
DIAL



K AND R STYLE MAP MEASURES



K AND R STYLE MAP MEASURES



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL WITH HANDLES 
MULTIPLE DIALS



CURVIMETER: MECHANICAL WITH HANDLES 
MULTIPLE DIALS



CURVIMETER: SOVIET CURVIMETERS



FRIEBERGER PRAZISIONSMECHANIK KRIVKOMER MAP 
MEASURES (EAST GERMAN)



EXTRA FEATURES



EXTRA FEATURES



PEN STYLE 
CURVIMETERS



ROLLER RULER



CURVIMETERS: DIGITAL



CURVIMETERS: AUDIBLE



CURVIMETERS: AUTOMOTIVE



CURVIMETERS: WEARABLE

• Watch 

• Watch Style

• Watch Fob

• Belt Clip 



CURVIMETER: TOYS



MAP COMPUTERS: ANALOG



MAP COMPUTERS: DIGITAL



POLAR PLANIMETER

• Planimeters are used to measure enclosed areas on maps and charts

• The polar planimeter measures areas by tracing the outline.  It consists of 2 arms, one with a pin to fixit 
it the map surface and the other  with a tracing point.  A wheel records the tracing points movement 
and the area is read off of the dial

• Invented by Jakob Amsler in 1854 at the University of Schaffhausen, Switzerland

• Analog

• Digital 



PLANIMETERS AND AREA MEASURES



MAP MAGNIFIERS



FABRIC MEASURES?



LINKS AND SOURCES

• https://threepointsofthecompass.com/planning-3/map-measurers/

• Books

• Story of Maps by Lloyd Brown

• History of Cartography series by University of Chicago Press

https://threepointsofthecompass.com/planning-3/map-measurers/


LESSONS LEARNED

• Need better lighting to photograph map measures

• Need a database to manage descriptions, photos, and catalog map measures

• Don’t back up the chair when you drop one on the floor

• RIP

60 year old Du Pont luggage tag 
plastic doesn’t age well



THE END

I have still have 2 Cutie Computers  
available if anyone wants one?


